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Welcome to the first edition of F2 Briefing
2020.

The 2020 Season Ahead
As I typed the above heading memories of last
season flooded into my thoughts. Its success
continues to occupy much of my Historic
Formula 2 thinking.
It was a success crowned by HSCC Historic
Formula 2 International Series winning the
inaugural RAC Historic Motorsports Award for
Best Race Series of 2019.
All the drivers and teams that participated in the
season should be proud of their contribution.
Whatever is said, it is the cars, the drivers and
the teams that ultimately dictate the success of a
Series. Ladies and Gentlemen, I thank you and
salute you!
It would be easy for me to dwell in some sort of
reverie recalling so many highlights of a season
that exceeded all of my expectations but I must
move on! The task now, with the help of
everyone that contributed to that success, is to
do my utmost to make our 2020 season at least
as enjoyable.
Interest in the Series has continued to be high
throughout the ‘off season’. Almost daily I
receive calls and e-mails from new drivers and
teams based both in UK and overseas enquiring
about joining Historic Formula 2. We will see
new and historically significant cars joining all
five Trophy Classes this year.

Of course I expect all of our established drivers
to return. I say that not in any complacent or
arrogant way, but simply because I have not
received any negative comment or notice of
withdrawal, not yet anyway!
Turning to things personal, as many of you will
know at our Dijon round last year I took the
decision to ‘hang up my helmet’. I felt it was the
right time. Of course I will miss driving but I
have a race series to look after. I have a role in
the best historic motorsport club in the world.
They are more than adequate compensation. To
be surrounded by like-minded people with a
shared passion, to be actively involved at the
highest levels of amateur motorsport, it surely
could not be better. I am indeed very lucky.
Doubly so, as I can continue to share my love of
motorsport with Maureen my greatest supporter.

The 2020 Race Calendar
I think our 2020 Race Calendar is at least the
equal of last year’s programme. Putting together
a good calendar at the best circuits and the best
events with a degree of variation each year is one
of the most difficult tasks in running a
championship. Once again a lot of hard work has
been put in by HSCC CEO Andy Dee-Crowne
and the team, Alan and Donna, to realise this
year’s choice of circuits and events.
We have two new events for 2020. June will see
the first appearance of Historic Formula 2 at the
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Grand Prix de l’Age d‘Or meeting organised by
Peter Auto at Dijon-Prenois. We may see a
repeat of the sunny (too ‘sunny’ perhaps)
weather we enjoyed at Magny-Cours last year!
Our second new event will be a return, after a
too long absence, to the majestic Circuit de
Spa-Francorchamps, surely a circuit bound to
get every driver’s pulse rate up! Situated in the
densely forested Ardennes region of eastern
Belgium this is one meeting not to be missed.
Corners with evocative names like Blanchimont,
Eau Rouge and Pouhon, not forgetting from an
earlier time the terrifying rush down Malmedy
to Masta and its Kink, both no longer a feature
of the shortened circuit. Corners that featured in
every Spa Grand Prix or Endurance race report I
read in Motorsport magazine way back when I
was still in short trousers! Anybody remember
them? Ah, nostalgia through the hue of rose
tinted glasses….
Our Spa sojourn will be a new event run by the
Roadbook Racing Organisation, perhaps better
known as the organiser of the famed 6 Hours of
Spa Meeting.
Details are scarce at the moment but an
announcement from Roadbook is due shortly.
As they say, watch this space.
In late May we return for the first time since
2017 to South West France for the Grand Prix
Historic de Pau event. This is an Invitation
event having two non-championship races.
Organised by our good friends at Laurent
Vallery-Masson’s excellent HVM organisation,
it is scheduled to be the last competitive
motorsport event staged at this most historic
circuit. Pau is unique in being a street circuit
largely unchanged from the first Pau Grand Prix
staged there in 1933. The delightful old city
with its views of the distant Pyrenees is worth a
visit on its own merit. Races will be on Saturday
and Sunday allowing drivers to leave the circuit
on Sunday evening to head for Dijon. The
timing is difficult but as we say, where there is a
will there is a way!
The remaining four championship rounds will
see us return to familiar events. In April we
have our now traditional and appropriate return
to Hockenheimring and the Jim Clark

Memorial meeting in April. In May we will
gather again at the always challenging Brands
Hatch circuit for the Masters Racing Historic
Festival.
This circuit, set in the lush green Kent
countryside and largely unchanged, was the
scene of some of the best post war Grand Prix
and Endurance races, many of which I was
privileged to attend in the ‘60s, 70’s and 80’s.
Grumbles about the Lower Paddock are quickly
forgotten as you get out on the track. It
demands ones fullest attention!
The return of Historic Formula 2 to the
Silverstone Classic, to be held at a slightly later
date this year, was probably inevitable given the
accolades heaped upon our Series. I personally
believe the fantastic grid and spectacular racing
witnessed last year and the subsequent
favourable media exposure, were instrumental in
clinching the ‘Best Race Series’ Award. There
were some moans about some aspects of the
organisation but similar could be said about
many other events. In the end the weekend was
a tremendous success for all. I think the
invitation to return to this most prestigious event
should be judged on its merit and should not be
taken lightly. Not every Series is invited back.
September will be a return to what seems to be
everyone’s favourite event, the Historic Grand
Prix of the Netherlands at Zandvoort, the fabled
‘Circuit in the Dunes’. What I could I say that
would add to what we all know and love about
this meeting, its circuit, its location? Nothing I
think. You have to be there! As I understand it
the circuit changes made in preparation for a
Formula One race this year, groan, are
thankfully minimal so it remains one round you
should not miss.
So I think a very good calendar with perhaps just
one ‘pinch point’ but otherwise good event
spacing taking in new events and old favourites
in a new order.

Rules and Regulations
“If you play within the Rules of the game,
you play within the Spirit of the
game”……anon.
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Eligibility
If you have had the opportunity to read through
the draft 2020 Series Regulations you will have
noticed the clarification of the Eligible Cars
definition at Section 6.2, Para 6.2.1 and Section
20.0 Para 20.1.
This revision is designed to better define the
Eligibility requirements of cars in all Trophy
Classes. As Historic Formula 2 continues to
grow it is important we maintain the high
standards of eligibility presently established.
The FIA HTP provides a valuable Period
Specification standard for compliance but it does
not establish provenance.
Thus if we are to avoid ‘recreations’, replicas,
‘continuation cars’ etc. it is important that our
regulations are clear and unambiguous. It is an
important feature of the Championship and very
much a part of the HSCC ethos that we maintain
the highest standards of period authenticity.

Scrutineering
Section 10 has a new paragraph 10.4 mandating
30 minutes Parc Ferme after ALL Qualifying
and Timed Practice sessions and ALL races.
Please also note the following further important
changes to the regulations.
20.1. General Regulations para 20.3
Bodywork Rear Wing Specification.
Maximum Overhang from axle centre line.
Changes to the specifications for F2 cars 1971
thru 1974 inclusive and for all years of Formula
Atlantic cars.
20.4 Engine Para 20.4.1 Updated regulation for
Engine Compliance testing.
This procedure will be carried out in the coming
season.
20.7 Electrics Is updated with a new
requirement defining the type and form of the
red rear light, the ‘rain light’, to be fitted. This
is an important safety requirement and will be
strictly enforced. You have been warned!
If you have any questions about Eligibility or
Compliance please do not hesitate to contact
myself or Nigel Edwards. That is what we are
here for. If your question is about M.UK or

FIA regulations please contact Nigel. As many
of you know Nigel is very well informed and
keeps up to date with the relevant Regulatory
requirements and is always ready to help.
This is particularly important for safety
equipment and driver clothing, items subjected
to close scrutiny by non-UK Safety scrutineers.
As it is the first F2 Briefing of 2020 I make no
apology for including below earlier advice
offered by Nigel. It remains important and
relevant advice.

Message from Nigel Edwards: Please ensure that you are fully prepared to
comply at scrutineering with all of the following
points or you will not be allowed to race: 1) Fire extinguishers serviced within two years
(or less if recommended by manufacturer).. If
the service label is not easily visible, come
prepared to remove the bottle for inspection.
2) FIA bag-tank certification still valid. Please
ensure that you have originals of relevant
certificates for presentation at scrutineering.
3) For those racing for the first time this season,
check that your helmet is not a SNELL 2005
certification, as that expired at the end of
2018. The offending orange SNELL label will
be inside the helmet, almost certainly hidden
under the brim lining. Call me if you are at all
unsure.
4)
Full underwear (long-john; long-sleeved top;
socks; and balaclava) as well as overalls,
gloves and boots to FIA standard 8856-2000
(not the older “Norme: ISO 6940”) are
mandatory. I am advised that every
additional layer gives a further 10 seconds
protection from serious fire – the time it could
take to get out and roll away from the scene
of a major fire…
5) All on-board cameras are secured to roll
hoops with a proprietary non-suction and nonadhesive mount system and a secondary steel
wire (not plastic tie-wrap) fitted between the
camera and the roll-hoop.
As with all matters related to safety, eligibility or
technical specification, please never hesitate to call
or e-mail me if you are in doubt. Consequent
solutions are usually much easier for you to enact
whilst you are still in reach of your workshop or
favourite supplier!
N.E.
--------------------------------------------------------------------
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Formula Atlantic Engine
Specification
There seems to be a continuing debate about
what is a Formula Atlantic engine is. I have
attached copies of original period Regulation
documents defining Formula Atlantic BDA
(BDD) engine specifications which I hope will
provide
clarification.
1. 1974 SCCA Formula Atlantic Engine
Regulations.
2. 1976 CASC Formula Atlantic Engine
Regulations
3. 1978 RAC Technical Manual
The Formula Atlantic Engine specification for
the generically termed Ford BDA, more
correctly identified as the Ford BDD engine,
remained the same in Canada, the United States
and Europe throughout the Formula’s existence.
Reference is often made to ‘Short Stroke’ or
‘Big Valve’ Formula Atlantic engines.
This engine was in fact the Ford BDM and was
(is) effectively a short stroke big valve 1600cc
Formula 2 engine using carburettors. It is not a
correct specification Formula Atlantic engine
and was never used in the North American or
European Championships and is NOT permitted
in the HSCC Historic Formula 2 International
Series.
If you are in any doubt about the specification
of your Formula Atlantic engine please free to
contact Nigel Edwards who will happily check
and, if you wish, seal it.
Nigel will carry out random checking of engines
in all of our Trophy Classes throughout the
coming season.

The FIA HTP
I know it is a subject that seems to cause not a
little ire and a fair amount of angst. Whatever
opinion we each may hold about it, the FIA
HTP is an essential part of establishing and
maintaining the credibility of our Series.
The Historic Formula 2 regulations make

generous provision for delays in the grant of
HTP to drivers by allowing a limited period of
entry and competition while minor items of
rejection of HTP applications are corrected.
In order that a monitor is available to ensure that
the ‘limited period’ is just that, I have agreed
with Nigel Edwards the following procedure.
If your HTP application is presently defined as
‘In Progress’ please be sure to follow the
requirements stated below at each and every
meeting you enter.
Nigel is always ready to help in way to answer
questions and queries about any aspect of your
HTP application process and progress. Nigel is a
practicing HTP surveyor and he is ready to help
you.

Nigel’s HTP update: Our IHF2 regulation 6.2.2 state that cars must
have valid FIA HTPs or temporarily if their HTPs
are genuinely still in process, “an allocated HTP
GB or EU equivalent number is produced and
the car has a survey bar code attached, subject
to the final approval of the Eligibility Scrutineer
or Eligibility Delegate.”
Please be aware that to be approved by the
Eligibility Scrutineer and in order to be fair to
the majority of our competitors (who have
obtained valid HTPs), drivers of cars with “HTP
in progress” must present to the Eligibility
Scrutineer at the beginning of each meeting:
1)

2)

A fully completed draft of the entire HTP
(not just the first page), complete with all
photos and most importantly the dated
period photo, to justify to the satisfaction of
the Eligibility Scrutineer that the current
specification exactly matches the period
specification claimed.
A copy of any queries of the FIA if the draft
HTP has been submitted and then queried
by the FIA. This will allow the organisers to
monitor progress in obtaining the HTP and
the Eligibility Scrutineer to judge if the car
is competing currently in a specification
consistent with other cars that do have
valid HTPs.

NOTE: The IHF2 regulations have no “invitation” class
or similar arrangement to allow race entry if a
car does not comply with our regulations in
general and in this case 6.2.2, so non4

compliance simply means no race – there is no
appeal to “the organisers”, as they cannot
over-rule the regulations approved by MSUK
and the FIA.
-------------------------------------------------------------------

In Conclusion
The HSCC on-line race entry system has been
updated to allow competitors to enter in advance
for all rounds of the Championship.
This is a very useful and welcome update as a
surprising number of drivers throughout the
season forget to get their entries in which can
cause more than a little panic for the driver. It
often means that event organisers do not get the
information they require and you the driver do
not get your name or your car featured in preevent publicity and the event programme!
Please note, NO entry fee money will be taken
until the closing date of the particular event,
exactly as was the previous procedure. Should
the event be oversubscribed the entry will be
managed by the Competition Secretary Alan
Jones ensuring fairness for all Trophy Classes.

At our season opening event at Hockenheim we
are planning to present outstanding 2019
trophies at a special awards event on Friday
evening.
As usual Maureen (Mo) and I will attend all of
our rounds. Café Mo will be on hand to fortify
and refresh the weary with a cup of tea or coffee
and tasty morsel or two.
If you are planning to attend Race Retro at
Stoneleigh this coming weekend Maureen and I
will be on the HSCC stand on Friday. We look
forward to seeing you there. Rumour hath it
there may be some cakes on the stand…….
Kind Regards,
Roger
PS. For your convenience I have attached the
following documents: 2020 Draft Regulations
2020 Race Calendar
Formula Atlantic Engine Specification details.
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